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ABOUT OUR COMPANY 
 
The predecessor of Camion-Group 2000 Bt was formed as a private enterprise in April 1989. 
We had a 22-year-old truck and hired site at that time. Since then our company has evolved 
significantly and today we have 55 own trucks and 10-20 trucks of subcontractors, the company 
has its own site, and has been operating in road freighting and transportation effectively. 
 
Since December 1999 we have been working in accordance with ISO 9001 Quality Management 
System. 
 
Our Main Activities: 
 

� International Freighting and Transportation 
� Logistics Services 

 
Accomplishing of Activities: 
 
We organise our routes after receiving transport orders. In accordance with the orders the trucks 
stand off on time in order to accomplish freights so that the consignee – depending on the 
destinations – receives the goods even the next morning, at an exact time determined previously. 
 
In favour of fluent task solving we operate 0-24 hour dispatcher service, so thus we are able to 
guarantee the accurate task execution. 
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Our Services: 
 

� Export-import transportation of stocks, semi-finished products, finished goods, different 
types of grain in bulk 

� 24 hour dispatcher service 
� In case of technical failures we grant spare trucks 

 
Types and Specifications of Our Vehicles: 
 

� Semi-trailers, swap semi-trailers 85-103 m3 with 24-26 tons of carrying capacity 
� Swap bodies, 120 m3 semi-trailers with 22 tons of carrying capacity 
� Padded, fixed and self-discharging trailers 
� Volvo trucks with mean age of 4, equipped with GSM telephones and GPS tracking 

system 
� Vehicles with technical and aesthetic conditions that meet the international norms 

 

From the beginning we have been accomplishing international freighting and transportation 
according to CMR international standards / regulations. 
 
We are members of Magyar Közúti Fuvarozók Egyesülete (Association of Hungarian Road 
Freighters) and our CMR liability insurance is effective up to EUR 250,000. 
 
Our company firstly used vehicles adequate to environmentally friendly EURO 2 standards in 
1997. The image of our fleet was developed in accordance with it. Since then we have either been 
using vehicles adequate to the actual EURO norms hoping that we call everybody’s attention to 
the protection of our environment. 
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Logistics Colleagues: 
 
Inland Freighting and Transportation 
 

Kámán Gábor +36 92/549-813 kaman.gabor@camiongroup.hu 
Kigyós Mónika +36 92/549-813 kigyos.monika@camiongroup.hu 

 
International Freighting and Transportation 
 

Antonio Barbato +36 92/549-917 antonio@camiongroup.hu 
Bartha Rita +36 92/549-811 bartha.rita@camiongroup.hu 
Buzsáki Krisztina +36 92/549-910 buzsaki.krisztina@camiongroup.hu 
Szeglet Erika +36 92/549-818 szeglet.erika@camiongroup.hu 
Völler Csaba +36 92/549-912 voller.csaba@camiongroup.hu 

 
 
 

We hope that our introduction your applause. 
We are looking forward to your kind reply. 

 


